Complete Active Directory
Backup and Recovery.
Back up all AD objects* in a single click.
Automate backups to run hourly, daily, or weekly.
Restore deleted AD objects efﬁciently, with all their attributes intact.
Roll back AD to a previous state.
Maintain each change made to an object as a separate backup version.
Restore individual attributes to a previous value.
Deﬁne a retention period for AD backups.

The Active Directory challenge
Active Directory (AD) is a crucial part of any organization and
any undesirable change could result in unplanned downtime.
The change could be anything-objects in AD could be
modiﬁed or deleted by mistake or as a malicious act,
erroneous scripts may overwrite AD attributes, Group Policies
may be modiﬁed inhibiting work, and that's just the tip of the
iceberg. Any change has the potential to impact your
organization's productivity signiﬁcantly, so they need to be
handled promptly.

Insure your AD against any disaster.

“

RecoveryManager Plus is an
excellent product. It has given
us peace of mind that we can
quickly recover should
something happen to our AD.

“

* Including AD users, groups, OUs, GPOs, computers, Exchange
attributes, DNS, contacts, and more.

But what if you could reverse any undesired change in just a
click?

Introducing RecoveryManager Plus
RecoveryManager Plus is an easy-to-use, web-based AD
backup and recovery tool that lets you do just that. It backs up
all aspects of your AD environment and lets you restore
deleted or modiﬁed objects or individual attributes instantly,
without having to restart your domain controllers.

Fabio Freire,
Director of infrastructure,
Sandler O’Neill + Partners,
New York

Try RecoveryManager Plus for FREE for 30 days with no restrictions!

Starts at US $475

Download now

Features that matter:

Supported versions

Scheduled backups

Windows servers 2008, 2008 R2,
2012, 2012 R2, 2016, and 2019.

Schedule your AD to back up during non-business hours to ensure regular
backups.

Highlights

Periodic full backups:

Web-based, easy to use

Take a full backup of your AD environment at ﬁxed intervals to prev ent the

Backup retention

chain of incremental backups from becoming too large.

Attribute-level restoration
Multiple backup versions

Backup retention
Deﬁne the number of full backups to be retained and discard older full
backups and all subsequent incremental backups to save storage space.

Support for multiple domains
AD recycle bin
Restart-free recovery
Informative dashboard

Multiple backup versions
Back up every change made to an AD object as a separate version and
restore values from multiple backup versions for each object.

Key benefits
Reduced downtime

Attribute-level restoration

Increased productivity

Search for particular changes from different backup versions and restore
just the modiﬁed attribute you need within a few seconds.

Instantaneous restoration
No scripting

Version management and comparison
Compare backup snapshots across multiple versions to get an overview of
all previous and current values of AD objects before restoration.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

AD rollback
Restore your AD to a previous backup to automatically undo all changes

Processor: 2.13 GHz or higher

made after that point in time.

RAM: 8 GB.
Disk space: 2 GB.

AD recycle bin
Restore deleted AD objects and their attributes, including their parent
containers, in a single click.

Supported Windows OS versions: Windows
Server 2019, 2016, 2012 R2, 2012, 2008 R2,
2008 SP2, Vista SP2, Windows 7, and later
Supported browsers: Internet Explorer 10 and

Role delegations
Assign predefined technician roles such as admin, operator, or auditor to

above, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome

users, or create your own roles based on your needs and provide them
with the rights to perform specific functions in the product.

Reduced costs and increased productivity
Thanks to accurate backups and fast recovery, reduce the time and cost
associated with downtime and increase end-user productivity.

Restart-free recovery
Restore AD objects from any backup version without having to restart your
domain controllers, ensuring continuous availability.

www.recoverymanagerplus.com
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